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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this paper the main goal is to examine the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue
problem
(—

Dp(x)D + q(x))u(x) =

u(x)

(1.1)

on an interval [a, bJ C R with interior singularity, as described in the article
[3] by W.N. Everitt, J. Gunson and A. Zettl. In order to do so, we use two
different approaches. The first approach uses Operator Theory, the second
uses solutions in the sense of the so-called hyper-functions.
First of all, we consider the corresponding Sturm-Liouville differential operator(s) in the Hilbert-space L2(a, b) without any interior singularities.
In chapter 2 we derive certain (basic) properties of these operators, which
enable us to describe the corresponding seif-adjoint operator H, as well as
in the case with regular endpoints (chapter 3), as in the case with singular
endpoints (chapter 4).

In chapter 5 it is shown that the resolvent of the hence constructed selfadjoint differential operator H is an integral operator. Moreover, in special
cases the resolvent is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, which directly implies some
beautiful properties of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of H. This is described in chapter 6.
In chapter 7 the (Sturm-Liouville) differential equations in the complex plane
with interior singularity are briefly discussed, and the form of its possible solutions is derived.

After this, we are ready to return to our initial Sturm-Liouville eigenvalueproblem 1.1 with interior singularity. With the help of the following special
case of such a problem
(— D2

—

!)() = Au(x),
3

on the interval [a, b]

0 < b < oo (which is discussed in [3]), we describe the
method which uses Operator Theory as discussed in the previous chapters in
order to solve this problem. This is done in chapter 8.
In our last chapter (chapter 9) we use a totally different approach of problem
1.1 and we show that the use of solutions in the sense of hyper-functions
can yield a similar result as described in chapter 8. Again, we are able to
describe the desired properties of the eigenvalues and elgenfunctions.
Finally, two important theorems from the Operator Theory are presented in
the appendices A and B, whereas the appendix C on page 81 deals with the
concept of 'variation of parameters'. These complete the paper.

with —00 < a <

4

___

___

Chapter 2
The Sturm-Liouville
Differential Operator
We consider the second-order differential expression

L = —Dp(x)D + q(x)

with D =

on

an interval (a, b) ç R.

with the following restrictions for p and q:

• p(x), q(x) are real-valued, measurable functions for x E R.

• y, q(x) E L1'(a,b).
• p(x) >0 on (a,b).
Such a differential expression is called a Sturm-Liouville differential expression. Since p and q are real-valued, the differential expression L obviously is
symmetric in the sense that

f

for q5, t'

b

Lcb(x)ib(x)dx

=

f

b

E C(a, b). The endpoint a is called regular if a> —oc and both

and q belong to L[a, b). If not, the endpoint a is called singular. A
similar definition holds for the regularity or singularity of the endpoint b.
The differential expression L is regular if both a and b are regular, otherwise
L is called singular.
The purpose of this section is to examine the above described differential
expression as a Sturm-Liouville differential operator defined on the Hilbertspace L2(a, b) with inner product:

(f, h) =

f

b

f(x)i(x)dx,
5

f, h E L2(a, b).

________

_________
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In order to do so, we begin by defining the set V,, as follows:

= {f:

(a,b) —÷ C I

f,pf' E

AC1(a,b)}.

We make the following definition for each function f, h

E

V:

—(pf')(x)(x) + f(x)()(x)
f(x)
h(x) V(°
-— ((ph')(x))
'\1 0 ) (pf')(x))

[f, h](x) : =

-i\(

xE

a, b

We are now ready to define a maximal domain for the differential operator
L on L2(a, b). First of all, we demand the functions f in this domain to be
in V,, so that the expression 'Lf' makes sense. Furthermore, we require L
to map elements from L2(a, b) in L2(a, b), since we want L to be an operator on L2(a, b). To make this domain as large as possible, we require no
boundary conditions whatsoever.We use the graph-notation which results in
the following definition for the "maximal operator" L,:

{ { f,

Lmax :=

1 Lf E L2 (a, b) }.

Lf } I I c Vp,

we can make the following definition:

For each f, h E dom

({f, LI }, {h, Lh}) := (LI, h)

—

(1 Lh).

For all f, h E dom Lm we can now deduce the following by partial integration for all sets [c, dJ C (a, b) (where we restrict the differential operator to
the interval [c,d]):

({f,Lf},{h,Lh})I =
= (Lf, h)I — (I, Lh)
a

—

= f (Lf)(x)h(x)dx —

=

fd(
—

f

f

d

f(x)(Th)(x)dx

(p(x)f(x))' + q(x)f(x))i(x)dx
(2.1)

d

1(x)

(_(Pxh'xx' + (q(x)h(x))(x))dx

= [—(pf')(x)i(x)]I + [f(x)(p')(x)]I
= [f,h]I.
From equation 2.1 and the properties of the elements of L,, we can deduce

Green's formula:
6

Lemma 2.1 (Green's formula.)
For f, h

dom L,,, the following limits exist:
Iim[f, h](x)
x4.a

lim[f, h](x) =: [f, hJ(b)
xfb

[f, h](a)

and

({f,Lf},{h,Lh})I = [f,hJI.
We consider the eigenvalue-problem (L—A)f = g. When do we call a function

I a solution for this problem?
Definition 2.2 For a complex number A, the equality

(L—A)f=g
means: I E Vp ,

g

measurable and (L — A)! = g almost everywhere.

and how do we know if there exists such a solution?

,

Lemma 2.3 For all g

LL(a, b), for all A C and for all x0 (a, b),
2 E C there exists a unique function 1: (a, b) —* C, which satisfies:

(L—A)f=g

and

f(xo)=ei
pf'(xo) =

Outline of the proof.
Define Yi := and 1/2 := pf' = pili. We can now rewrite our differential
equation (L — A)f = g as follows:

f

(ii' = (
\1/2J

0

(vi'

\(q — A) 01 \Y2J

(o'

+

gj

with

1yt(xo) =
ty2(X0) =

this system of differential equations it can be shown that a solution as
described in the lemma can be found by using Picard's successive approximation method.
For

Now we can construct a solution as described in lemma 2.3 by using solutions
u1, u2 of the equation Lu = 0. First we derive a certain property of the socalled Wronskian determinant, defined as follows:

W(ui,u2,x)=det(l,(2

u2(x)

pu(x) pu2(x)

7

Lemma 2.4 Assume u1 and u2 are two solutions of the equation Lu = 0.
Then W(u1, u2, x) is constant (i.e. independent of x) for all x E (a, b) and
the solutions are linearly independent if and only if this constant is not equal
to 0.
Proof.

The solutions u1 and u2 are linearly independent if and only if there exists
an x1 E (a, b) such that the Wronskian determinant in x1 does not vanish:
VV(ui,u2,x1) =

[ui,](xi)

0.

Since u1, u2 are solutions of Lu = 0, we know from formula 2.1 on page 6
that [u1, u2](c) = [u1, u2](d) for all c, d E (a, b) and hence W(ui, u2, x) is a
constant independent of x. Since this constant cannot be equal to 0, we have
W(ui,u2,x) 0 for allx E (a,b).
Assume {ui, u2} is a fundamental system of the equation Lu =
the following matrix S:

([ui,ui} [u2,ui]
[ui,u2] [u2,u2]
(hr
u1
= u2 pu2
—

—

—

(u1
puç

)

(-u

2V (0

0.

We define

-Pu)
u2

—i\ (u1

u2

pz4) i 0) pu pu'2

From lemma 2.4 we know det S 0. Hence, the inverse of S can be computed.
We define the kernel K(x, y) as follows:

K(x,y) := (ui(x) u2(x)) S (ui(y) u2(y))*.

Lemma 2.5 For g C L and 1(x) := f2 K(x, y)g(y)dy we have: f
and Lf = g.
Proof.

For an f as defined in the lemma we can write for its derivative:

f'(x) = K(x, x)g(x)

OK(x,

+

g(y)dy.

A simple calculation shows that

K(x,x)=(1 0)(?
8

1)(1

0)*=0

and

=

(0

1) (° ) 1 o) = —1.

This yields

(pf')'(x)

=

L (PxI(x, )) dy + (P(x)J(x v)) g(x)

qR2' y)g(y)dy — g(x)

=
= q(x)f(x)

—

g(x)

and thus Lf(x) = (pf')'(x) — q(x)f(x) = g(x) and by the properties of u1, u2
(and therefore by the properties of K(x, y)) f belongs to D.
Now we will take a closer look at our differential operator L,, and derive
some useful properties of its elements. Note that for a c (a, b), c is automatically a regular endpoint of our differential form restricted to (a, c) or
(c, b). Moreover, we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.6 For any c1, c2, d1, d2 C C there exists an f C dom L,, such
that for [c, d} C (a, b) the following holds:

f(c)=ci

f(d)=d1

pf'(c) = C2

pf'(d) =

d2.

Proof.

First we consider the case with c1 = C2 = 0. According to lemma 2.3 on
page 7 there exist two linearly independent solutions u1 and u2 of the equation
Lu = 0 with

ui(d)=1

u2(d)=0
pt4(d)=1.

pz4(d)=0
Define v :=

y1u1

+ 'y2u2 with 71,72 E C such that

(v,ui) = i(uj,ui) +72(U2,tLl) =

—d2

(v,u2) = 71(u1,u2) +-y2(u2,u2) =

d1.

This can be done since:

((v,u1)'\
Uv,u2))

—

((u1,u1) (u2,ui)\ (71

—

(u1,u2) (u2,u2)) '72
9

where the invertibility of

((tLl,ui) (u2,u1)'
follows from
\(ui,u2) (u2,u2)j

(::: :) () = II

+yU2112

for all x, y E C since u1 and u2 are linearly independent.
According to lemma 2.3 on page 7 there exists a solution Ii of the problem

Lf=v,

f(c)=O,

(pf')(c)=O.

Then by using lemma 2.1 on page 7 restricted to the interval [c, d] we have
d1 = (v,u2) = (Lfi,u2) = [fi,u2]I+(fi,Lu2) = [fi,u2]I=fj(d)
d2 = —(v,u1) = —(Lfi,ui) = —[fi,ui}I'— (fi,Lui) = —[fi,ui]I=pfi'(d).

The same reasoning holds when we consider the case with d1 = d2 = 0 and
C1, c2 E C. We then find a function 12 which satisfies f2(c) = c1, pf(c) = c2
and f2(d) pf(d) = 0. Combining these functions results in the function
I = Ii + 12 we were looking for.
U
We introduce a minimal operator Lmjn C Lmax with the most 'strict' conditions possible:
Lmin

{{f Lf}

c Lmax

supp(f) is compact and contained in (a, b)}.

A useful property of the elements f of dom Lm is described in the following
lemma:

Lemma 2.7 For an interval [c, d} C (a, b) each f E dom L can be written
as follows:

f(x) = f_(x)+ f÷(x)
and fo(x)

=

1(x)

—

fo(x) with f.....,f÷ E domL,, 10 E domLmjn

on [c, d],

— Jf(x)
f_(x)_
lfo(x)

on (a, d)
on (d,b)

1(x)

on (c, b)

tfo(x)

on (a,c)

f+(x)=f

Proof.

proof consists of defining fo(x) in such a way that it has the required
properties. We begin by choosing an > 0 with [c — €, d + €] C (a, b) for an
Our

10

interval [c, d] as described in the lemma. By lemma 2.6 on page 9 we know
that there exist functions u1, u2 such that the following holds:

ui(c—€) =0
pu'1(c

—

ui(c) = 1(c)
pu'(c) = pf'(c)

=0

u2(d) = 1(d)
pz4(d)

pf'(d)

u2(d+e) =

0

pt4(d + €) =

0.

We are now ready to define the function Jo E dom Lmjn with the required
properties:

fo(x) =

0

on(a,c—f)

u1(x)

on [c — e,c)

f(x)
u2(x)

on [c,d]
on (d, d + E]

0

on(d+,b).

.

recall the following definition of the adjoint of an operator S on a Hubert-

We

space 'H:

=

{{uv} ({u,v},{f,g})=0 for all {f,g} ES}.
I

It can easily be derived that S' =

(Sc)*.

We are ready to present the
definitions of a symmetric operator S and a self-adjoint operator S on a
Hilbert-space '11:

Definition 2.8 An operator S defined on a Hubert-space Ii is symmetric if
the following holds:

• domS is dense in '7-1.

• S is a closed operator.
• Sc S (i.e.:

domSc domS andSf= Sf for allf E domS).

An operator S is seif-adjoint if it is symmetric and the following holds:

5=5*.
The following theorem states an important relation between the differential

operators Lmin and L,:

L,

Theorem 2.9 Lmjn and L are densely defined, closed operators on L2(a, b)
with

=

and hence Lmjn is symmetric.
11

Proof.

Choose an f dom Lmin with supp(f) =
From lemma 2.1 on page 7 we know:

[cr, fi]

({f, Lf}, {h, Lh})I = [1 h](b)

C (a, b) and an h E dom

—

[f, h](a) =

L,.

0

and hence L C
Then (g, h) = (1 k) for all {f, g} E Lmjn. We
wish to prove {h, k} E L,. We know h, k L2(a, b). This leaves us with
the proof of:
Now assume {h, k}

(a) h E VP.
(b)

Lh =

k almost everywhere on every set [c, d] C (a, b).

We prove this with the use of the definition of the null space:

kerL = {u Lu =

0

on [c,d]}.

Choose

=0
I kerL

E L2(a,b) :=

and

._fk
1o

on (a,b)\[c,dJ,
on [c,dj

on[c,d]
on (a,b)\[c,d].

We define

K(x, y)(y)dy

f(x)
=
ho(x)

= j K(x,y)k(y)dy.
Then 1 has compact support which is contained in [c, d] and we know by
Since {h, k}
lemma 2.5 on page 8 that U = and thus {f, } E

L,.

we have

(, h) = (, h) = (I, k) = (j,k) = (f, k).
By lemma 2.5 on page 8 h0 E D and Lh0 = k and hence

(, h0) = (Li, ho)I = (f, Lh0) = (I, k)I.
It follows that (, h — ho)I = 0 and thus (h — ho)Iij E kerL. For a certain
u E kerL we can write h = u + h0 on [c, d]. This holds for any arbitrary
interval [c, d]

(a, b), hence (a) holds. Furthermore we have:

Lh=L(u+ho)=Lho=k=k on[c,d].
12

This proves (b). This completes our proof of

=

L,,, which also implies

the closedness of L,.
Obviously, the following holds:

{

{f,Lf} E L,,

I

supp(f) is compact and contained in

(ab)}

C L,

which implies Lmjn C L,, =
As L, is an operator, so is Lmjn. Finally, from
= Lm we know that Lmsn is densely defined and thus the
same holds for L,. Hence, Lmtn is a symmetric operator.
An other way to describe the minimal operator is the following:

Lemma 2.10
Lmin

=

{{fLf} c L,,

[f,h](a) = [f,h](b) = 0 for all hE

domL}.

Proof.
Define

T :=

{{fLf} c L,, [f,h](a) = [f,h](b) = 0 for all hE domLmas}.

We wish to prove Lmin = T. With the help of lemma 2.1 on page 7 it can easily
be seen that T C L = Lm:n, which leaves us with the proof of Lmsn C T.
Choose f E dom Lmjn. Since Lmjn is symmetric, we have [f, hJ 0 for all

hE domL,. We can write has in lemma 2.7 on page 10:
h(x) = h_(x) + h(x) — ho(x)

with h_, h÷ E dom L,, and h0 E

dom Lmjn

as described by the lemma.

Then the following holds:

[f,h](a) = [f,h_J(a) = —([f,h_](b) — [f,h_](a)) = 0
since h_ E dom L,,,. In a similar way [f, hJ(b) = 0 can be derived and hence

LcT.

We consider the following definition:

Definition 2.11 (a) The defect space of an operator T is defined by the 8et
ker (T — A), for a A C.
13

(b) The defect index 'y(T, A) of an operator T is the dimension of its defect
space, i.e. 7(T, A) = dim ker (T — A).
We present the so-called first Von Neumann formula for a closed, symmetric
operator which states that such an operator S can be represented as follows:

dom S = dom S

ker (S —

A)

ker (S —3:)

It is known that for a symmetric operator S its defect indices are constant
on C + and C — and therefore can be denoted by 7+ and 'y_ respectively.
Lemma 2.12 The defect indices 'y+, .... of Lmin are equal and 0,1 or 2.
Proof.
Since Lmjn is symmetric, we know that the defect indices of Lmjn are constant

in the upper and lower half-planes of C. We denote these defect indices by
+ i) respectively. In using
— i) and 'y_ = dim ker
= dim ker
= Lmax we can rewrite the defect space as follows:

ker(L —

A)

= ker(Lm —

A)

= {f E domLmILmf = Af},

Then y is
a solution of the equation L,y —Ay = 0 and (since Lm is real) is a
solution of the equation L,,V — Ay 0. Hence, for every solution y with
A E C + there exists a solution for the equation with A E C —, i.e. 'y÷ = 'y.
which has either dimension 0,1 or 2. Assume yE ker(L,,1 —

A.

U
From now on, we use 'y to denote the defect index 7÷

= _.

As self-adjoint

differential operators have some very useful properties which are described
in chapter 5, our goal is to construct a differential operator H as follows:

• LjCHCLp.
• H is self-adjoint.
Such an operator H is called a canonical, seif-adjoint extension of Lmin and H
exists if and only if'y = 'y...., thus lemma 2.12 shows that Lmjn has canonical
seif-adjoint extensions. The case where = 0 is a special case:

Corollary 2.13 The differential operator Lmjn is self-adjoint if and only if
its defect index is 0.

14

Proof
Since

= 'y_, the first Von Neumann formula gives us the following repre-

sentation for
dom

= dom Lmjn

ker

—

A)

® ker

—

X)

Since the dimensions of ker
— )) and ker (L1 — A) are both zero, we
can conclude dom
= dom Lmjn. Since for the operator and its &Ijoint the

following holds:
L,rnn is self-adjoint.

C Lm*n, we can conclude Lmjn =

= L,,,

hence,

Finally we remark the fact that in both cases = 1 and 'y = 2 the extension
H is closed, since it is embedded in the two closed operators Lmsn and

15
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Chapter 3
The Regular Case
In this chapter we will consider the case where a and b are regular endpoints.

First, we will describe some properties of Lmin and L,, in the case of a
regular endpoint a (b respectively).

Lemma 3.1 If a is a regular endpoint of the differential operator, then for
every function I e dom L,, the following limits exist:

urn f(x) =: 1(a)
x-+a

and thus for all f, h E dom

lim(pf')(x) =: (pf')(a)

x-40

L,,

[f, h](a) = iim[f, h](x) = f(a)(ph')(a)

—

(pf')(a)i(a).

The same results holds with 'a' replaced by 'b' if b is a regular endpoint.
Proof.

We choose functions , E V,,, such that the following holds:

p14(a)=O
ptI4(a)=1

14'=O

and we consider an interval [c, d] E (a, b). According to lemma 2.6 on page 9

there exist functions u1, u2 C dom Lm, such that

u(c) = 1',(c), pu(c) =p(c) and u(d) =pu(d) =
We now define functions h1, h2 as follows:

1Pi(x)
h(x) = u,(x)

(0

xE(a,c)
x C [c, d]

xE(d,b)
17

i=

1, 2.

0,

i=

1,2.

This implies h1, h2 E dom Lm. The limits limx.a[f, h2](x) exists for i = 1,2
according to lemma 2.1 on page 7 and can be computed:
[1' h1](a) = lim[f, h](x) = lim[f, t/](x)
x-40

=

urn
z—+a

x-+o

—pf'(x)(x) + f(x)(x) i =

1,2.

We can rewrite this as follows:

([f,hi](x)'\
[f, h2](x))

—

((x)

b2(x)

(0 —1'\ (1(x)

pl4(x) p14(x)) 1 0) \pf'(x)

'

Since the limits for x —÷ a on the lefthandside of this equation exist and the
first matrix on the righthandside tends to the identity-matrix for x —+ a and
is hence invertible on (a, c), we can rewrite this equation as follows:

(f(x)'\

pf'(x))

—

(0 —i\' ('ct'i(x)

1 0) p(x)

2(X)

p(x))

([f,hi](x)
jf,h2](x)

This implies the existence of the limits as described in the lemma.

U

By extending lemma 2.6 on page 9 to the regular endpoint a the following

can be shown:

Lemma 3.2 If a is a regular endpoint then for all a, /3 E C there exists an

f E dom L,, such that f(a) = a, (pfl(a) = /3.
A similar argument holds in the case of a regular endpoint b.

Thus for an f e

both f(x) and (pf')(x)

be continuously extended in a (resp b). Moreover, lemma 3.1 on the page before implies the
can

following:

[f, g](a) = 0 for all g

L,, if and only if 1(a) = (pf')(a) = 0

which implies the following definition for Lmjn in the case where both endpoints a, b are regular:

Lemma 3.3 For a, b regular endpoints the following holds:
Lmin =

{{f Lf} E

L,, I f(a) = (pf')(a) = f(b) = (pf')(b) = o}.

From now on we will consider the case where both endpoints a and b are

18

regular and we will examine the form and existence of the self-adjoint extension H of Lm,n we are looking for. We start by remarking the fact that both
defect indices 'y of Lmtn are equal to 2, i.e.:

7=dimker(Lm—A)=2, \E C,
since the equation (L —

A)u = 0 has two linearly independent (and obviously continuous) solutions Yi, Y2 E L2(a, b). Hence, we know that a selfadjoint extension H of Lmjn exists. The following theorem describes its form:

Theorem 3.4 An operator H is a seif-adjoint canonical extension of Lmjn
if and only if H can be written as follows:

H = {{f Lf}

E L, M

(f) + N ()

= o}

where M, N E C 2x2 sattsfy the following equations:

MJM*_NJN*=0, j=

( ) and rank(M:N)=2.

Proof.

(=) : Assume H has the form as described in the theorem. First of all,
we wish to prove H C H*. Since rank (M : N)

2, there exist invertible

matrices M, N E C2X2 such that the matrix

=

is

invertible. We define the projection '"

(i'..

i+.) E C 4x4

as follows:

g(a)

C2[a,b]—. c4,

g=

E C4.
pg'(b)

According to lemma 3.2 on the preceding page there exist functions

9',... ,g4 in C2[a,b]
such that
1

o\

0
0
0

ol

ii

g3=

oJ

0
0
1

0
19

g4=

0
0
o
1

which proves the surjectivity of the projection ' '. But then for all
a, /3 E C2 there exist functions f, g E C2[a, b] such that

f=s-'(°) =s-'().

(3.1)

For functions f, g E dom H which satisfy 3.1 the following holds:

({f,Lf},{g,Lg})I = [f,g}(b) — [f,g}(a)

o )f

.(—J o\
=

) s-'f
(,\(P Q'\(0

(S)tSt'

" '1R T)a
—0
=0.
The last equation holds since T =
the expression

(s (J

)

0,

s*)

which can be shown by writing out

Hence, H C Ht.

Now assume f E doinH. Let /3 EC2. Then by the surjectivity of the
projection and the invertibility of S there is a g E dom
such that

S = (), in particular g E dom H. We have:
0 = ({f,Lf},{g,Lg})

Q\(7

"1R 0)a

%

=/3Ry.
Since

/9 is arbitrary, R'y =

0

and since R is invertible, this implies 'y =

0.

Thus f E dom H and H C H.

(=) : Now we assume H = Ht is a self-adjoint extension of Lmjn. First of
all, we wish to prove that H is a two-dimensional extension of Lmin, i.e.
H = Lmin

M, with M = L.S.{{h, Lh},i = 1, 2},

(3.2)

where {h1, Lh} are linearly independent elements of L,,, such that

LminflM

{{0,0}}.
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Note that this implies HS =

Lmax

fl M.

1,... ,k}, where
H = Lmin M such that {h, Lh} are linearly independent elements of
Assume Mis k-dimensional, i.e. M = L.S.{{h1.Lh1},i
with

LminflM = {{O,O}}.

(3.3)

L,,

and k dim L,jx/Lmjn = 4 holds. The cases k = 0
Obviously, M C
and k = 4 cannot occur, since that would imply the self-adjointness of Lmin.
We consider the following space:

Lm e

fl M) = L.S.{{a,, b,}}, j = 1,...

, 1,

where the elements {a,, b3} are linearly independent elements of Lm. The
dimension I of this space is finite. We define a k x i-matrix C with elements
as follows:

= ({a, b,}, {h2, Lh1}),

i = 1 ...

,

k,

j = 1,...

, 1.

Assume I > k. Then the 1 columns of the matrix are linearly dependent
and hence there exists a nonzero vector x E C', such that Cx = 0. The
following must hold for all i = 1,... ,

(>{aj, b,}x,, {h,, Lh1}) = 0,
j=
which

1

implies >I1{a, b}x3

E

L fl M'. But we also have

b}x E

L e (L

fl M).

1{a5, b,}x, = 0, which implies x = 0. But the vector x was
nonzero, and we may conclude I k.
Now we assume k > 1. In that case, the rows of the matrix C must be
Hence,

linearly dependent and we can find a nonzero vector y E C k
yC = 0. This implies
({a3, b,},

{h Lh1}g1) =

21

0,

such

that

__

___

for all j = 1,... ,l. Since for all {f, g} E Lm fl M' we have
({f

}

>:{h

Lh2}i,71)

= 0,

and moreover Lm = (LmflM*)(Lme(LmaxflM*)), we can conclude

that > L78{h, Lh} L0

Lmin. Hence by equation 3.3 we know
g1{h1, Lh1} = 0,

which implies y = 0. Again, this contradicts the fact that y is a nonzero
vector, and we may conclude that k = 1. We have

Lmax e (L fl M) = Lm e (Lmin M).
The space on the Iefthandside has dimension k, the space on the righthandside has dimension 4 — k. Hence, k = 2, which proves 3.2.

Hence, there exist two linearly independent functions
h1, h2 E dom L,,/dom Lm*n

such that dom H = dom Lmjn ® L.S.{h1, h2}. Then for i = 1,2 we have for
any f E domH = Ht:
0

= ({f, Lf}, {h,, Lh8})

,s(_J o)j

= (h(a)

ph(a) h(b) ph(b)) (j'

)/

= (—ph(a) h2(a) ph(b) —h(b))f,
which yields
0

—

(—phç(a)

hi(a)

+ (—p14(b)
\
pf'(a))
h1(b)

_p14(a)'\a ( f(a)

h2(a) )

—p!4(b)\ (f(b)
h2(b) ) pf'(b)

We can make the following definitions:
(—p14(a)
M—
—

hi(a)

—p14(a)'\t

h2(a) )

'
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N — (—p14(b)
h1(b)
—

—ph(b)
h2(b)

*

The operator II can be written as follows:

H = {{f Lf} e
= {{f.Lf}

E

M () + N () = o}

L,,

Lm ({f,Lf},{h,Lh})

0,i

12}.

(3.4)

The matrices M and N can be replaced by PM and PN respectively for
any invertible 2 x 2 matrix P. We take a closer look at the matrix

MN—
—

(h'i(a)

hi(a) —ph(b) h1(b)

—ph(a) h2(a)

h2(b)

—ph'2(b)

Its rows must be linearly independent, since if they were not, a non-trivial
linear combination ah1 + f3h2 must belong to Lmjn. This is a contradiction
since Lmjn flM = {{O,O}}. Hence, rank M : N = 2. The last step in this
proof is to show that the matrices Al and N satisfy the following:

MJM*

—

NJN =0.

(3.5)

Since h1 and h2 belong to H, they satisfy [h,h)I = 0, for all i,j = 1,2.
Using this equality, we can proof the following:

MJM — NJN

= ([hip h1]I
[hi,h2IIa

[h2,

[ 2,h2]

=

which proves 3.5.

Hence all f E dom H satisfy

N(f(b) —o
M(f(a)
pf'(a)) + pf'(b) —
for certain M, N E C 2x2 with

rank M: N = 2 and MJM — NJN = 0.

The corresponding boundary eigenvalue-problem, described as follows:

Lf=Af

BEP{M(f() +N())
with M, N as described above, is also seif-adjoint.
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Chapter 4
The Singular Case
In this chapter we consider the case where either a or b or both endpoints of
the differential operator are singular. As in the previous chapter, our goal is
to examine the existence and form of the seif-adjoint extension H of Lmin.
In order to say something about the existence of H, we need to compute the
defect index y of our operator Lmjn. The following theorem distinguishes two
possibilities for a singular endpoint b:

Theorem 4.1 (Weyl's alternative) Let L be a Sturm-Liouville differentiat expression defined on (a, b) as before and suppose b is a singular endpoint
of L. Let c C (a, b). There are two options:

Limit circle case: For every A C C, all solutions u of (L — A)u =

0

belong

to L2(c,b).

Limit point case: For every A C C, there exists at least one solution of
(L — A)u = 0 for which u L2(c, b). In this case, for every A E C \ R, there exists exactly one solution (up to a
multiplicative constant) of the equation (L — A)u = 0 which
belongs to L2(c, b).
Proof.

First, we prove the following:

(*) If for a given A0 E C, all solutions u of the equation (L — Ao)u = 0
are of class L2(c, b), then for all A C C all solutions u of the equation
(L — A)u = 0 are in L2(c,b).
Let v1 and v2 be two linearly independent solutions of (L — Ao)u = 0. Then
v1, v2 c L2(c, b) as presumed. Without loss of generality we may assume
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W(vi, v2) = 1 (for we know W(vi, v2) = C for a C E C \{O}). We now consider a A E C and a solution u of (L — A)u = 0. Then u is also a solution of
the following equation:

(L—Ao)u=(A—Ao)u
and u can be written as follows, using the method of variation of parameters
(see also appendix C):

u(x) = civi(x)
+ c2v2(x)
—

v2(y) W(vi,

v2)' ((A —

Ao)u(y))dy

v2(x)f vi(y)W(vi,v2'((A — Ao)u(y))dy

= c1vi(x)
Since v1, v2

+ vj(x) f

Ao)f

+ (A

+ c2v2(x)

(vi(x)v2(y)

— v2(x)vi(y))u(y)dy.

L2(c, b), we only need to prove w(x) E L2(c, b) with

w(x) := (A —

f (vi(x)v2(y) — v2(x)vi(y))u(y)dy.

A0)

We make the following definitions:
v(x) := Ivi(x)I + 1v2(x)I
b

M

IA —

:

A012f v(y)2dy.

Using the Schwarz-inequality we get:
Iw(x)12 < A — AoI2
I' —

f

A0f

Mv(x)2f

x

2

(vl(x)v2(y) — v2(x)vj(y))u(y)dy
Ivl(x)v2(y) — v2(x)vi(y)I2dyf ju(y)J2dy

Iu(y)I2dy.

v(x) L2(c, b), there exists a d e
Then for all x1
(d, b) we have:
Since

f1 Iw(x)I2dx

(c, b) such

Mf v(x)2{j
<Mfv(x)2{f
1

'

Iu(y)I2dy
26

that f v(x)2dx

Iu(Y)12dY}dx
Iu(Y)12dY}dx

.

Since u(x) = civi(x) + c2v2(x) + w(x) and v1, V2 E L2(c, b) there exists a
Iw(y)I2dy.
constant C > 0 such that f' Iu(x)I2dx C +

f'

This yields the following equation:
fXi

Jd

w(y)I2dy

pd

1

—c
2

+j

w(y)l2dy.

= 0, the function w(x) is continuous
Since u(x) is a solution of (L —
on (a, b). Hence the integral on the righthandside of the equation is finite.
Letting Xi —÷ b we see that w(x) e L2(d, b), and thus w(x) e L2(c, b). This
proves (*)
In

order to prove the last part of the theorem, we use a more geometric

approach. This proof also gives a good explanation of the use of the names
'limit circle' and 'limit point'.
We assume b = oo is the singular endpoint (the case were b is a finite singular
endpoint is similar to this case). We first choose a b < oo, and then let b —* 00
at the end of our proof.

= 0 for an arbitrary A E C. As L is a
Consider the equation (L —
second-order differential form, it has at most two solutions, say, vi(x) and
v2(x). Those solutions can be chosen in such a way that the following holds:
vi(a)= sin(a)
p(a)v(a)= — cos(a)

v2(a)= cos(a)
p(a)t4(a)= sin(a)

with 0 a < ii.

Then v1(x) and v2(x) are linearly independent and v1, v2, v'1 and v are entire

functions of A. We can also compute [vi, v2](a) cos2 a + sin2 a = 1. From
this and equation 2.1 on page 6 we know that [vi, v2](x) = 1 for all x E (a, b).
For every A E R the functions v1(!r) and v2(x) are real and v1 and v2 satisfy
the following equations:

cos(a)vi(a) + sin(a)p(a)v(a) =
sin (a)v2(a) — cos(a)p(a)v'1(a)

0

= 0.

We now consider an arbitrary solution u(x) ( v2(x)) of (L — A)u =

0.

The solution u(x) can be written as a linear combination of v1 and v2, e.g.
u(x) = vi(x) + mv2(x), for a certain m E C. In order to make u(x) more
specific, we want u(x) to satisfy the following boundary condition in b:
cos(f3)u(b) + sin(fl)p(b)u'(b) =
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0

with 0

/3 <

r.

(4.1)

Then m must satisfy

m=—

cot(fl)vi(b) +p(b)v'1(b) —
m(.A,b,f3).
cot (/3)v2(b) + p(b)v(b) —

As v1, v2, v'1, v are entire functions of A, m is a real, meromorphic function

of A for A e R. For fixed A and b, m can be written as follows:

m(z)

Az+B

where z := cotfl

=

Cz + D
A := vi(b)

C :=

v2(b)

D:=p(b)v(b).

B:=p(b)v'1(b)

(4.2)
(4.3)

For 0 < /3 < ir, z is real. The function m(z) as described above maps the
real axis (z E IR) on the circle Gb. We can conclude that u(x) satisfies the
boundary condition 4.1 on the preceding page if and only if m is on the circle
Gb. We rewrite the equation as follows:

B+Dm
A+Cm
and consider the case where Tm z = 0. This is equal to the following equation,
which is our new description of the circle Gb:

(B + Dm)(A + Cm)

- (B + Dm)(A + Cm) =0.

(4.4)

From equation 4.4 we can derive the following equations for the center of Gb

(= rn,) and its radius (= rj:

rnb=
rb

=

AD—B?Y

(4.5)

—

CD-CD

AD-BCI

(4.6)

jCD-CD[

can rewrite the equations 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 with the help of equations 4.2
and 4.3 as follows:
We

ii(b)p(b)u'(b)
rnb

=

—

u(b)p(b)'(b) = 0

[u, u](b) =

0

[vi, v2](b)
[v2,v2](b)

I[vi,2](b)I

(4.7)
(4.8)

—

1

(since [vi,J2](x)

= I[,V2J(b)I — I[v2,v21(b)I

= 1 for all x).
(4.9)
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The coefficient of mffl in equation 4.4 is equal to

C-D=[v2,v2].
The interior of the circle Gb is hence given by:

[u,u](b)
[v2,

v2](b)

<•

(4.10)

From Green's formula 2.1 on page 7 it follows that:
[v2, v2]I

=

f

b

Lv2112

(\ —

— v2iJi2dx =

When we use [V2, v2](a) = (v2i% —vjñJ2)(a) =
[v2,v2J(b) =

2iIm)f

0

)f

b

iJ2v2dt.

this equation results in:

b

(4.11)

Iv2I2dt.

In applying Green's formula to [u,u]I, and using the fact that
[u,u](a) = —2ilmm
we get:
[u,u](b) =

2iIm)tf

b

IuI2dt —

2ilmm

(4.12)

With the help of equations 4.11 and 4.12 the interior of Gb 4.10 can be written
as follows:

2ilmAfhhlul2dt
a

—

2ilmm

2i Im A J' Iv2I2dt

if and only if
with

Iul2dt <

Tm A

0.

The point m is on the circle Gb if and only if

fb
ul2dt

=

29

IA

(4.13)

1

We assume Tm A >

0.

We can rewrite equation 4.9 on page 28 as follows:

I[v2,v2](b)I = 2ImA

For

an arbitrary d with 0 < d <

b

1

/
J0

(4.14)

Iv2I2dt = —
Tb

<oo and a point m on or inside the circle

Gb the following holds:

fd
IuI2dt

and

f

u2dt

(4.15)

hence m is also inside the circle Cd and Gb C Cd for every d with

0<d<b<oo.

Now a distinction between the two cases as described in the theorem can be
made:

limit circle case: For b —+ oo: Gb converges to a circle Ca,.

limit point case: For b —* oo: Gb converges to a point ma,.

In the limit circle case the radius rb of Gb converges to a positive constant
r, > 0 (radius of the circle C) for b —+ oo. From equation 4.14 we can
conclude that v2 E L2(a, oo), since:

=

1

f v22dt 2rImA

<00.

(4.16)

Let rI be a point on the circle C. Then ñz is inside or on the circle Gb
for every b> 0. Thus ñi satisfies the following equation:

fb

=
IuI2dt

a

f

lvi

+ izv22dt <

a

Tm

m <00

imA

with

Tm A

0.

(4.17)

Letting b —+ oo in equation 4.17, we can conclude that
U

= v1 + my2 E L2(a, oo),

and therefore all solutions of (L — A)u = 0 (with Tm A 0) are in L2(a, oo),
as proven before.
Moreover, we have the following result for the limit circle case:

is on the limit circle C, >
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[u,uJ(oo)

= 0,

since we know ImAJ'° IuI2dt = Imtiz = —[u,u](O) (from equation 4.17
on the page before) and 2iIm A J'° IuI2dt — 21m ñi = [u, u](oo) (from equation 4.12 on page 29).
In the limit point case obviously rb —* 0 for b —+ oo. Hence, we can conclude
L2 (a,oo), since 2ImAJ'° (v2I2dt = . But, using the same argument as

in the limit circle case, we can prove u E L2(a, oc), i.e. there exists exactly
one solution u of the equation (L — A)u = 0 with u e L2(a, oo) in the limit

pointcasewithImA&0.
In the first case as described in the theorem 4.1 on page 25 the singular
endpoint b is called limit circle and the defect index of Lmjn restricted to the
interval (c, b), c E (a, b) is 'y = 2, since there exist exactly two linearly independent solutions u1, u2 of the equation (L — A)u = 0, with u1, u2 E L2(c, b)
for all A EC.

In the second case as described in theorem 4.1 the singular endpoint b is
called limit point and the defect index of Lmjn restricted to the interval
(c, b), c E (a, b) is y = 1, since obviously there exists only one solution u of
the equation (L — A)u = 0, with u E L2(c, b) for all A E C \ JR.
Obviously, a similar argument holds for the case where a is a singular endpoint.

The following lemma will make an even more clear distinction between the
limit circle, the limit point and the regular case:

Lemma 4.2 For an endpoint b the following holds:

(1) The endpoint b is limit point if and only if for all f, h E dom L,, we
have [f, h](b) =

0.

(2) The endpoint b is limit circle or regular if and only if there exist functions
f, h C dom Lm such that [f, h] (b) 0.
Proof.

(1) (=):

Assume

we have limit point in b and a is regular (if a is sin-

gular, simply choose a c e (a, b) and restrict the differential operator to
the interval (c, b)). Consider two linearly independent solutions u1, u2 of
0 and choose [c, d] C (a, b). With the help
(L — A)u = 0 with [u1, u2](a)
of lemma 2.6 on page 9 we can construct two functions v1, v2 C dom Lm
such that the following holds:

v1(x) =0 forx E (d,b),

v2(x)=uj(x) forx C (a,c),
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i= 1,2.

0 and on account of lemma 2.10 on

But then [vi,v2](a) = [ui,u2J(a)
page 13 we have v1, V2

dom Lmjn. Therefore obviously the functions v1, v2

belong to dom Lmax/dom Lmjn and they are linearly independent modulo
= 1, we know
dom Lmj. Since the defect indices
=
dim (dom Lmos/dom Lmin) =

'y--

+'y_ =

2

and L,,, can hence be written as follows:

L.S.{{vi Lvj}, {v2, Lv2}}.

(4.18)

With the help of equation 4.18 we can rewrite all f, g E dom

as follows:

= Lmin

f=fo+c1v1+c2v2, g=g0+d1vi+d2v2
with fo, 9o E doin Lmin and cj, d E C, i = 1,2 and therefore on account
of lemma 2.10 on page 13 we have

[f,g](b) = [fo,go](b) =

0.

(2) (=): We now consider the endpoint a. We use the functions v1,v2
which belong to dom Lm as constructed in the first part of our proof and
we define f = v1, g = v2. These functions f,g have the desired property:
[f,g](a) 0.

Since an endpoint is either limit point, limit circle or regular, the above
proven cases (1)(=) and (2)(=) also imply the remaining cases (1)(=) and
U
We are now ready to describe the different cases as they can occur when we

consider the differential operator Lmjn on the entire interval (a, b):

Case 1. a regular/limit circle, b limit point
The equation (L — A)u = 0 has exactly one solution u E L2(a, b), namely
the one which is L2 in a neighbourhood of the limit point b and we have

=

1.

In this case we can write

Lmo =

Lmin

L.S.{{vi

Lvi},

{v2,

Lv2}}

the functions as defined in the proof of lemma 4.2 on
the preceding page.

where v1, V2 are
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In the case where a limit point and b regular/limit circle we can construct functions w1, w2 E dom Lmax in a similar way such that the following holds:

w,(x)=O forx

E (a,c)

w1(x)=u1(x) forxE (d,b),

i= 1,2.

where Ui, U2 are linearly independent solutions of the equation
=0

(L —

and [wj, w2](b) = [u1, u2](b)

0. Again, 'y

1 and we can write:

Lm = Lmin eL.s.{{wiLwi}{w2Lw2}}.
Case 2. a, b both limit circle/regular
The case where both a and b are regular has already been described
in chapter 3 and is a special case of the more general case considered
here. For a, b not limit point, the defect index 'y = 2 and therefore
dim (dom Lm/dom Lmjn) = '+ + 'y_ = 4. We can rewrite L,, as follows:

= LmineL.S.{{vi Lvi}, {v2, Lv2}}L .S.{{wi Lwi}, {w2, Lw2}}
with v1, v2, w1, w2 as described in the previous case.

Case 3. a,b both limit point
and
In this case, we have [f 91(a) = [f, gJ (b) = 0 for all f, g E dom
hence Lmzn = Lm as described in lemma 2.13 on page 14. The defect
index 'y is zero and the differential operator Lm*n = Lm is self-adjoint.
Since seif-adjoint extensions H as defined in chapter 2 only exist for 'y E {1, 2},

such extensions H only exist in the first and second case.

In the first case (with a regular/limit circle, b limit point), the self-adjoint
differential operator H can be written as follows:

H = {{fLf}

E L, I [f,v](a) = o}

where v E L.S.{vi,v2} C domL,,/domLmjn, v

(4.19)

0 satisfies [v,v](a) =

0,

and the functions v1, v2 are as described in the proof of lemma 4.2 on page 31.

When a is limit point and b is regular/limit circle we have

H=

{{fLf} E Lmax
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I

[f,w](b) = o}

(4.20)

where w E L.S.{wi, w2} C dom Lm/dom Lmin, w 0 satisfies [w, w](b) = 0,
and the functions w1, W2 are as described in the proof of lemma 4.2.

In the second case, the seif-adjoint differential operator H can be written as
follows:

H = {{fLf}

E Lmax

({f,Lf},{h1,Lh1})

0,

12}

(4.21)

where the functions h1, h2 are linearly independent linear combinations of
v1,v2,w1,w2 as described in the first case, i.e.:
h2

L.S.{vi,v2,wi,w2},

i = 1,2.

Moreover, the functions h1, h2 satisfy the following equation:
({h1, Lh,}, {h3, Lh1}) = 0

If for example we choose h1 = v + w, with v
the following holds for all f c dom H:

for i,j E {1, 2}.
L.S.{vi, v2},w

L.S.{wi, w2}

[f,h1]I = [f,v]I+[f,wJI,
we are back in a situation much like the description of H in the regular
case as discussed in chapter 3. Finally, with the help of lemma 4.2 the
description of H in the first case(s) (4.19 and 4.20) can be easily derived
from the description of H in the second case (4.21).
and
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Chapter 5
The Resolvent of the
Seif-Adjoint Extension H
As we are now able to describe the seif-adjoint extension H of the differential operator Lmjn in all possible cases (regular and singular), we proceed by
examining its resolvent R(\) in order to derive some useful properties of H
and its eigenvalues.

We start by giving the definition of the resolvent operator R(\):

Definition 5.1 The resolvent R(A) of an operator T is defined as follows:
R(.A) = (T

—

where .A is chosen in such a way that the expression in the definition makes

sense. We will prove that the resolvent of the self-adjoint extension H is an
integral operator. In order to do so, we need the help of two lemmas and the
following definition:

Definition 5.2 A mapping K of a Hubert-space ?1 onto itself is called a
conjugation if:

• K(af+bg)=Kf+bKg, forallf,gEfl, a,bEC.
• K2=I.
• (Kf, Kg) = (1 g),

for all 1 g

Ii.

An example of such a conjugation is the natural conjugation J on elements
of L2, defined by:

Jf=f*.
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An operator T on a Hubert-space Ii is called K-real if the following holds:

TK(f) = KT(f)

for all f E dom T.

Now we will present and prove the following two lemmas:

Lemma 5.3 If for all g E L2(O, oo) with compact support the resolvent R(A)
of a J-real seif-adjoint differential operator T with dom T C L2(O, oo) has the
form:

(R(A))g(t)

f k(t, s, )t)g(s)ds

=

with k(t, s, )) continuous for t, s >

0, t

s, then we have

k(t,s,A) = k(s,t,A).
Proof.

Assume T is a J-real operator. This implies (T — A)R(A) = I and hence
(T — A)JR) = J(T —
= J. This results in the following equation:
JR(A)

= R(A)J.

(T —

We use J2R = R and R*\) = R(A) (this follows from the self-adjointness of
the operator T) to obtain the following equation:
= JR*(A)J,
(5.1)
For a function g as described in the lemma the following holds:

(R(A)g)(s) :

=

J k*(s, t, A)g(t)dt

f k(t, s, A)g(t)dt,

=
since we have k(s,t,A)=k(t,s,.A) as R(A)=R(3). According to equation 5.1 we have:

(R(A)g)(s) = (JR\)Jg)(s)
= J f k(s, t, ))Jg(t)dt
= fk(s,t,A)g(t)dt
and hence k(t, s, )) = k(s, t, A), i.e.:

k(t,s,A) = k(s,t,A).
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Lemma 5.4 Let T be a linear functional which is bounded on L2(O, a) for

a> 0. Then for all f e

(dom Tfl L2(O, a)) with compact support there exists

a function h such that:

Tg = fg(s)h(s)ds
for all constants a > 0, g E dom T, where h is a uniquely determined by L
and h E L2(0,a).
Proof
By the Riesz representation theorem (see appendix B for the proof of this
theorem) applied to the linear functional T we know that there exists exactly
one function haj E L2(0, a,) such that for all g E L2(0, a,) we have

Tg=(g,h)= Jo/

g(s)h05(s)ds

EC

for a certain constant a,, i = 1, 2,... Assume a1 <a2 < oo. We can extend
the function g e L2(0,ai) by defining

p(s) = g(s)
Obviously

jai

p(s) = 0

for s C (0,ai),

for s C (ai,a2).

L2(0, a2) and we have

g(S)hai(S)ds = Lg

=L

= ja2
g(s)h02(s)ds

=

::°'

g(s)h2(s)ds

and thus ha, (s) = ha2 (s) on (0, ai). A similar argument holds for a2 <a3 <00
and hence the extension of hat results in a function h C L2(0, oo) where

Tg =

fg(s)7ds

as desired.

With the help of the above described lemmas, we are now able to prove the
following theorem:

Theorem 5.5 The resolvent R(A) of the seif-adjoint extension H of a differential operator L with defect indices ('y,'y) is an integral operator.

We will restrict the proof of this rather general theorem to the case where
L is the Sturm-Liouville differential operator Lmjn as defined in chapter 2
on an interval (a, b) = (0, oo) with seif-adjoint extension H. We assume the
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endpoint a =
point b = oc.

to be regular. This immediately implies the singularity of the

0

Proof.

First, we consider the case where H and A are real, i.e. the case where the
coefficients in the boundary conditions of H are real. Then we have the
following for the resolvent R(A) = (L — A)' and for a g E L2(0, oo):
(L

A)R(A) g = g

R(A) g E dom (H

with

—

A)

Consider two linearly independent solutions u,(t, A), u2(t, A) of the equation
(L — A)u = 0 with W(ui,u2,x) = 1. We make a distinction according to the
value of the defect indices as we did in the previous chapter:

Case 1: 'y =

1. This is the limit point case as described before. We assume
ui(t, A) E L2(0, oo), and hence we must have u2(t, A) L2(0, oo).

Case 2: 'y =

2.

This is the limit circle case, and both solutions ui(t, A),

u2(t, A) belong to L2(0, oo).

We wish to solve (L — A)u = g with u = R(A) g E dom H. By variation of
parameters (appendix C) the general solution u of the equation (L — A)u = g
can be written as follows:
pi

u(t) = u2(t)

J

ui(s)g(s)ds — ui(t)

0

J

u2(s)g(s)ds + k,ui(t) + k2u2(t)

0

where k1, k2 are uniquely determined constants if we demand u E dom H.

In the first case to be considered (y = 1) we assume g(t) has compact support.
We choose k2 = — J'0°° ui(s)g(s)ds to get
pt

u(t) = —ui(t)

J

p00

u2(s)g(s)ds — u2(t)

o

J

ui(s)g(s)ds + kiui(t),

which implies u E L2(O, oo). In the second case (y = 2) the function u
already belongs to L2(0, oc) if we assume g to have compact support, since
u1,u2 E L2(O,oo). We define vi(s) := —u2(s) and v2(s) := ui(s) so that our
general solution u = R(A) g can be written as follows:
R(A) g(t) = u(t) =

uj(t)

f

v,(s)g(s)ds —

u(t) f v1(s)g(s)ds

+ > ku1(t)
(5.2)

=f

KA(t, s)g(s)ds +
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ku1(t)

where K,(t, s) is defined as follows:

K,(t,s)

—
—

forst

J'>7_1u(t)vj(s)
2
u(t)v2(s)
—

(5.3)

for s > t.

This yields in our two cases (-y = 1,7 = 2) the following functions KA(t, s):

y=1. I(t,s)=çI—ui(t)u2(s)

t—u2(t)ui(s)

= 2: K,(t,s) =

s

t

s>t

f —ui(t)u2(s) + u2(t)ui(s)
10

s

t

s>t

We are now ready to prove the fact that the k as described in equation 5.2 on
the preceding page are linear functionals which satisfy the properties given in
lemma 5.4 on page 37 for all i = 1,2
Obviously, k2 is a linear functional
defined on all functions g E L2(O, oo) with compact support. Therefore, we
only need to prove the boundedness of k, on L2(0, a), for a constant a > 0. In
order to do so, we consider the projection operator P0 : L2(O, oo) —+ L2(0, a)
defined as follows:
P0g = gl[o,0]

for all g

L2(0, oo)

where 1[O,a) denotes the function which is equal to 1 on [0, a] and 0 outside
the interval [0, a]. We apply P0 on the equation 5.2 on the preceding page

and take the inner product with u, j = 1,2:

(P0R\) g, u) =

(0

f

KA(t, s)g(s)ds,

= (K0g, u,) +

+

(i'aiciuict u,(t))

k2(P0u1(t), u,(i))

(5.4)

with K0g = P0 f KA(t, s)g(s)ds.
In the first case ('y = 1) we have:
(P0R(A) g, u,) = (K0g, u1) + k1(P0u1, ui).

We use the following (in)equalities in order to prove the boundedness of k1
in this case:

= lIPaj

KA(t,s)g(s)ds
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<cILa g(s)2ds, c> a

and

(PUi,Ui) =

JJPaU1 112

which imply (assume IIP0U1II2
Ilkill

= IIPatuiII2
IIP0uiII2

(since P0 is a projection)

0):

((P0R(.\) g, Ui)

(1lR1)

—

(K0g, UI))

1111911L2(O,a)IkLlII

+ (CIIIIL2(o,a)IIuIII)

(5.5)

which proves the boundedness of k1.
In the second case ('y = 2) the equation 5.4 on the page before results in the
following two equations:

(P0R) g, ui) =

(K0g, u1) + k1 (P0u1, ui) + k2(P0u2, u1)

(P0R(A)g, u2) = (K0g, u2) + ki(P0u1, U2) + k2(P0u2, u2)
which we can write as follows:

((P0R(A)g,ui) — (K09,Ui)'\ = ((P0u1,ui) (P0u2,u1)" (k1'
'\(P0R(A)g,u2) — (K0g,u2))

(ki
P0ui,u2) (P0u2,u2)) \k2) = M

Since u1, u2 are linearly independent, the matrix M is invertible and hence:

((P0R(A)g,ui)
M
(P0R)g,u2)
k2) —
(k1'\

—

(K0g,ui)

—

(K0g,u2)

—

Proceeding in a similar way as in case 1, we can prove the boundedness of
both k1 and k2.
Now we can apply lemma 5.4 on page 37 and find t,b E
the following holds for all constants a > 0:
kj(g) = fg(s)1P*(s)ds

L2(O, a)

such that

i = 1,2.

This means we can rewrite equation 5.2 on page 38 in the desired form:

R(\) g(t) = U(t)

=
=

with K (t s ))

f KA(t, s)g(s)ds +

u1(t) J'°° g(s)&,(s)ds

f Ko(t, 8, )t)g(s)ds

J>.' u1(t)(v2(s) + i1'(s))
u1(t)&1(s)
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—

8<t

u,(t)v,(s) >

(5.6)

This yields in our first case ('y =

1)

the following equation for the function

U:

u(t)

=
=

where Ko(t, s, )) =

f
f

KA(t, s)g(s)ds + ui(t) f g(s)t)bi(s)ds
Ko(t, s, A)g(s)ds

0

ui(t)th(s) — ui(t)u2(s)

=
=

f
f

t

(ui(t)ti(s) — u2(t)ui(s)

In the second case ('y = 2)

u(t)

for s

for s > t.
the equation 5.6 on the preceding page yields:

K,(t, s)g(s)ds + ui(t) f g(s)ii(s)ds + u2(t) f g(s)(s)ds
Ko(t, s, A)g(s)ds

where

Ko(t,s,

fui(t)tpi(s) + u2(t)t/(s) — ui(t)u2(s) + u2(t)ui(s)

—

)

— )u1(t)bi(s)

+u2(t)t(s)

for s

t
for s > t.

have now proven that for all functions g E L2(O, oo) with compact support, the resolvent R(A) is an integral operator with kernel K0(t, s, )).
We

will see that this result still holds for all functions g E L2(O, oo). Since
H is a f-real seif-adjoint differential operator with dom H C L2(O, oc) and a
continuous kernel, we may apply lemma 5.3 on page 36. Hence, the kernel
Ko(t, s, )) as a function of t belongs to L2(O, oo) for all s, and the following
We

holds:

K0(t, 8, A) = K0(s, t, A),

which yields:

f IKo(s, t, A)I2ds =

f

IK0(t, s, A)l2ds < 0°.

Therefore we have the following for all a> 0::

ja

IKo(t, s, A)g(s)dt

,/ja
IK0(t, s,

A)I2ds,/f

IIICo(t, 8, A)II . IIg(8)IIL2(o,)
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Ig(s)J2ds

which implies the existence of the integral

f Ko(t, s,
for all g E

L2(O,

oo) and hence R(A) is an integral operator with kernel

K0(t, s, A).

This leaves us with the proof of the case where the seif-adjoint extension
H is not necessarily real, which proof is similar to the above described one,
provided we use the equation K(s, t, A) = K(t,s, A) instead of the equation
Ko(s, t, A) = Ko(t, s, A) as used in the case of a real self-adjoint extension H.
We conclude this proof by examining the case where A ]R. In this case, we
write R(A) for the resolvent of H, and consider R(A) g, which satisfies the
equation (L — A)u = g and therefore can be written as follows:
2

R(A)g = R(A)g+>cjuj,
where R(A) is the resolvent of a real self-adjoint extension as described above.
Since u2 g L2(O, oo) for i
1,... , 2, obviously the corresponding c1 must

=+

be equal to zero. The remaining Cj are linear functionals as described in
lemma 5.4 on page 37 and hence:

ci=f9(s)5i(s)ds

fori=1,... ,'y

with
E L2(O,oo) for all i = 1,... ,'y since they can be expressed in terms
of the functions u2 E L2(O, oo), with i = 1,... , 'y. In the case where 'y = 2
this can be seen as follows:

((R(A)

—

R(A))g,ui) = ((Ul,Ui) (U2,UI)" (Cl

—

R(A))g,u2))

\(U1,t12)

(U2,U2))

C2

where the first matrix on the righthandside is invertible, since u1, u2 are
linearly independent (see also the matrix S defined after lemma 2.4 in chapter
2). We define
s, A)

= K0(t, s, A) +

u2(t)q51(s).

This results in
pOO

R(A) g =

/

Jo

K(t, s, A)g(s)ds,
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for g(s) E L2(O, oo)

(5.7)

and again, the resolvent is proven to be an integral-operator. In the first case
('y = 1) we have c2 = 0 and therefore
R(A) g =

f

(K0(t, s, A) + ui(t)Øi(s))g(s)ds,

In the case where 'y =
p00

R(A) g =

I

2

for g(s) E L2(0, oo).

the resolvent R(A) g has the following form:

(K0(t, s, A) + u1(t)q51(s) + u2(t)q52(s))g(s)ds

Jo

with g(s) E L2(0,oo).

R
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Chapter 6
The Case 'y =2:
Hubert-Schmidt Operators
In this chapter we restrict ourselves to the case where 'y = 2 and we take a
closer look at the form and properties of the integral operator
R(A) = (H

—

with kernel k(t, s) as computed in chapter 5, where H is the self-adjoint

extension of the differential operator L on an interval (a, b) C R.
The following properties of the kernel K(t, s, A) can be easily derived since
both K0(t, s, A) and q, i = 1,... , 7 as described in equation 5.7 on page 42
belong to L2(a, b):

fb
Ik(t, s, A)I2dt

f Io(t, s, A) + >2=' u1(t)cb(s)j2dt < 00

(6.1)

I Io(t,

(6.2)

a

a

fb

=
Ik(t, s, A)I2ds

=

Moreover, in the case where

2

s, A)

uj(t)q5j(s)I2ds < 00.

+
1=1

the following holds:

where y = 2, the following holds for the kernel of
the resolvent R(A) of the seif-adjoint differential operator H:

Lemma 6.1 In the case

b

b

fj K(t,s,A)I2dsdt <
Proof.

Since the kernel Ko(t, s, A) satisfies the conditions as described in lemma 5.3,
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we know that Ko(t, s, A) is symmetric, which means it satisfies the following
equation:
Ko(t,s,A) = Ko(s,t,A).

With the help of equation 5.7 we can rewrite this equation, which yields the
following for s
2

2

ui(t)u2(s) + u2(t)ui(s)

u2(t)'i/..'1(s) —

u1(s)t11(t).

(6.3)

Since u1, u2 are linearly independent, there exist s1, s2 such that the following
holds:
(ui(si) u1(s2)'
det
\u2(si) u2(s2)j

We consider the following system of equations:
—

ui(t)u2(si) + u2(t)ui(si) =

u1(s1)1,(t)

=

2

u(t)ç&(s2) — ui(t)u2(s2) + u2(t)ui(s2)

can be expressed in
With the help of these equations the functions
terms of the functions u1, u2 E L2(a, b), which implies , t'2 E L2(a, b). Since
all functions on the righthandside of equation 5.7 on page 41 belong to L2(a, b)
in both variables t, s, the following holds:
b

jf

b

IK0(t,s,A)l2dsdt<oo.

We combine this property of K0(t, s, A) with equation 5.7 on page 42 to get:

f

b

b

—

f IK(t, s, A)I2dsdt <

00.

(6.4)
U

A kernel of an integral operator which satisfies equation 6.4 is called a Hilbert-

Schmidt kernel. Hence, in the case of y = 2 the kernel K is such a HilbertSchmidt kernel and the operator R(A) is called a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
This results in some useful properties of the Hubert-Schmidt operator:
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Theorem 6.2 Let K be a Hubert-Schmidt operator with Hubert-Schmidt
kernel k(s, t), i.e.:

K: L2(a,b) —p

L2(a,b), Kg(t)

=

f

b

k(s,t)g(s)ds.

The following holds:

(a) The operator K 13 bounded: 1KV

11kV.

(b) The operator K is a compact operator.

(c) The operator K is self-adjoint if and only if the following holds:

k(t,s) = k(s,t).
(d) If K is self-adjoint, there exist an orthonormal basis {t/j, i = 1,2,. . }
for L2(a, b) e ker K of eigenfunctions of K with corresponding eigen.

0 such that the following holds:

values 'y

(fb

Kg(t) =

9(s)tb(s)ds)

(t)

'y1(g, t/i)t/i(t).

=

Proof
(a) The Schwarz-inequality yields

/jb

fb
IK(s, t)f(s)Ids

Ik(s, t)l2ds/f lf(s)I2ds

and hence

IlK! 112 <

fb(j:lk(st)f(s)Idsydt

iijiif

f

Ik(s,t)I2dsdt.

This yields:
b

11K112

hence

b

f f Ik(s,t)I2dsdt =

lIk(s,t)112 < oo,

K is a bounded and (obviously) linear operator.
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(6.5)

(b) Consider an orthonormal basis {qS', i = 1, 2,.. . } of L2(a, b). Then the
set {11,3(s, t) = i(s)4(t), i,j = 1,2,.. . } represents an orthonormal
basis for L2((a, b) x (a, b)), which can be seen as follows:
we use Fubini's theorem to find:
b

b

'k,1)

=
=

f

b

cb,(s)(s)ds f cb,(t)(t)dt = ök6g

(6.6)

where 6,, denotes the Kronecker delta, satisfying

=

1

for i =

j,

5,, =

for i

0

j.

Hence, the set Ij is orthonormal. Assume the following holds for a
certain function f(s,t) E L2((a,b), (a,b)):

(f,4,,j)=O

foralli,j=1,2,...

Then we have for all i,j = 1,2...

f(s, t)Z(s)(t)dsdt
f
k
f ;•() (j t)(s)ds)
b

°=
=

=

b

f(s,

(6.7)

dt.

Therefore the expression f f(s, t)(s)ds is equal to zero almost everywhere and there exists a set f C (a, b) of Lebesgue measure zero such
that the following holds for all t E (a, b)\.ftf:

f

b

f(s, t)çb1(s)ds =

0

(6.8)

hence f(s, t) = 0 for almost every s and each t E (a, b)\.Af and we have:

f

b

If(s, t)j2ds = 0

and thus

f f f(s,t)I2dsdt=0
b

b
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for all t E (a, b)\fiu

which implies f(s, t) =

almost everywhere on (a, b) x (a, b). Now we
can conclude that {,,j, i,j = 1,2,. . . } as defined above is an orthonormal basis for L2((a,b), (a,b)).
0

The following holds for the kernel k(s, t):

k(s,t) =
We

define k = >,,1(k, ,)4,,, which implies Ilk — klI —p 0 and we

define the corresponding integral operators

f

(Kf)(t)

b

k(s,t)f(s)ds.

=
The operators K are bounded linear operators of finite rank (since
Im K1, C L.S.{q51,...

,

qS,})

and hence compact for each n. The follow-

ing holds:
IlK — KIl

Ilk

— kII —÷ 0.

Let {f,} be a sequence in L2(a,b) with
= 1. Since the operator
K1 is compact there exists a subsequence {ffl} of the sequence {f}
such that the sequence {K1f1} converges. Since the operator K2 is
also compact, a subsequence {f2} of the sequence {f1} can be found
such that the sequence {K2f2} converges. Proceeding in a similar
way a convergent subsequence {f} C {f(i.....I)n} can be found for each
i = 3,4,... such that the sequence {Kf1} converges.

In order to prove the compactness of the operator K, we will show
that the diagonal sequence {Kf} is a Cauchy sequence and therefore
converges in the complete space Ii, which implies the compactness of
K.
Let f > 0 be given. Then there exists an m such that

KmII <.

111

(6.9)

For n m the sequence {Kmfnn} converges since it is a subsequence
of the convergent sequence {Kmfmn}. Equation 6.9 hence yields:

IIKf — KfkkII llKf —

Kmfnnl! + 11Km Inn — Kmfkkll

+ IlKmfkk — KfkkII

<211K — KmII + Il1m Inn — Kmfkkll

<€+llKmfnnKmfkkII9f
thus {Kfnn} is a Cauchy sequence and the operator K is compact.
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(c) Let f,g be two functions which belong to L2(a,b). We use Fubini's
theorem which results in:
b

(Kf, cj)
=

=

b

b

k(s, t)f(s)g(i)dsdt
b

f f k(s, t)g(t)dtf (s)ds = (1 Kg(t)).

Hence K is a seif-adjoint operator if and only if

k(s,t) = k(t,s) = k(t,s).
(d) Since the operator K is compact, this property follows immediately
from the spectral theorem for compact, seif-adjoint operators A.1 in
appendix A.

We consider the case where y = 2 and choose an ) E p(H)fl C + such that
the definition of the resolvent R(A0) makes sense. According to lemma 6.1
on page 45 we have:
IIR(Ao)!I

and

IIk(t,s,)o)II <00,

(6.10)

R\0) is a bounded, linear and compact integral operator on L2(a,b).

Hence, the spectrum of R(Ao) consists of the point spectrum only, i.e.:
o(R(Ao)) \ {0} = a(Rt70)) \ {O}.

This enables us to choose a 'y E a(R\o)) \ {0} with corresponding eigenfunction 1' such that the following holds:
R(Ao)t/1 = (H —

=

This implies
= 'y,(H — \o)v'i = -yHb — 7Ao1'.

The eigenvalues ) of H can thus be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of
as follows:

(6.11)

and the eigenfunctions of R(A) are also the eigenfunctions of H. From equa-

tion 6.11 we can conclude that a(H) = u(H). Since H is self-adjoint, its
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eigenvalues must be real, i.e. a(H) = ci(H) C R and a3, has a countable
number of elements. Now we can pick a A E ]R such that A a(H). Then
the corresponding resolvent R(A) is a real and self-adjoint operator. Now we
can apply the previous theorem and conclude that there must exist an orthonormal basis of L2(a, b) (since ker R(A) = {O}) of eigenfunctions of R(A)
(and hence of H) such that the property described in (d) holds. The eigenmust converge to zero for i —* 0 according to lemma A on page 73.
values
We can conclude that the following holds for the eigenvalues A of H:
lim A2 = ±oo.

$-400
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Chapter 7
The Sturm-Liouville

Differential Equation in C with
a Regular Singularity
In this chapter we will take a closer look at Sturm-Liouville differential equations with interior singularities in the complex plane and briefly discuss the
corresponding theory and its solutions.

We consider the Sturm-Liouville differential equations with an isolated singularity only. Without loss of generality we may assume such a singularity
to be in x = 0 and we consider differential equations of the form:
A(x)

y (x) +

,

y (x) +

B(x)

2

y(x) =

(7.1)

0

with A, B analytic functions on a neighbourhood U of the point x = 0,
U C C. Then the point x = 0 is a regular singular point of the differential
equation (7.1).
Our purpose is to find a solution (x) on [a, b] C R, with [a, b] C U and
a < 0 < b, which satisfies the following boundary conditions in the (regular)
endpoints a and b:

y(a)=0, y(b)=O.
Consider two linearly independent solutions y1(x), y2(x) of ( 7.1) on the neighbourhood of a certain regular point x E U. Such solutions can be analytically

extended along any path in U\{0}. In particular, a solution can be extended
along the circle with center x = 0 in U (in counterclockwise direction) which
= 1, 2 is
results in the function
respectively). The map r : y —+

(

,i
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both linear and invertible, and possesses with respect to the basis {y', y2}
the matrix representation M.
Assume A is the eigenvalue of r with eigenvector y(x), i.e. ry(x) = Ay(x).
ln(A) and hence
0 (as r is invertible) we can define a :=
Since A

e2°. We also know rx = e2fbx0. Therefore the function xy(x) has
ax". In the case of
ax' and thus y(x) = Za
Laurent-series
A

a regular singular point (x = 0), it can be shown that the function y(x) has fiax".
nite principal part, and y(x) can therefore be written as y(x) =

x

It

is easily seen that such an a must satisfy the following equation

s(s— 1)+A(O)s+B(0) =0

(7.2)

known as the indicial equation of the differential equation ( 7.1 on the preceding page). This indicial equation is obtained by substituting
= exp s(ln lxi + i arg(x))
y(x) =
in the differential equation and considering the differential equation modulo

We can now make a distinction with respect to the eigenvalues of the matrix
M:
M has two distinct eigenvalues A1, A2 :

In this case the matrix M can be diagonalized and there exists a fundamental system of solutions y, 1/2 of the equation (
of the form:
yi(x) = xa

7.1

on the page before)

y =x
1
with a1.—ln(Ai),
a2.— ln(A2).

M has only one eigenvalue A = A1 = A2

:

this case a1 —a2 E N with a1 > a2. This leaves us with two possibilities:
either M can be diagonalized in which case a1 > a2 and we can proceed as
above, or M cannot be diagonalized, which is certainly the case for a1 = a2.
In

The matrix M then has the form ( ). The solution y' has the form
'y,x'. The second solution 112 of the fundamental-system
y1(x) =
satisfies ry2 = cyi + Ay2. Therefore the solution Y2 must have the following
form: y2(x) = Xa2
rMx + y1(x) In lxi.
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We are now ready to present the so called Frobenius theorem:

Theorem 7.1 Consider the differential equation
,,

y (x) +

A(x)

,

y (x) +

B(x)

2

=0

and the solutions , 3 of the indicial equation

s(s—1)+A(0)s+B(0)=O.
Then the differential equation (7.1 on page 53) has two linearly independent
solutions of the form:
y1(x) =

a 7nX', y2(x) = x

+ Cyi(x) In lxi

with7o=?1o=1 andC0 ifo=fi andC=0 ifa—fl0,1,2,...
(Rea Refl).
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Chapter 8

The Case with an Interior
Singularity: an Example
In this chapter we will show how to use the differential operator theory as
described in the previous chapters in a concrete example. In doing so, we
will also see how the results for singular endpoints can be extended and used
in the case of interior singularities, by using the direct-sum method.
We consider the following eigenvalue problem as described in [3J:

J_y"(x) — y(x) = Ay(x), XE [a,b]
—oo<a<O<b<oo
1,y(a)=y(b)=O
which is a Sturm-Liouville differential equation as described in chapter 2,
with p(x) = 1 and q(x) = —. This equation is a simplified version of the
equation
u (r) + (— — r2 )u(r) = ,c
which plays an important role in the study of energy levels of the hydrogen
atom in quantum mechanics. According to the Frobenius theorem 7.1 on
page 55 we find the following initial equation:
s(s — 1)

8=

=0

This implies the existence of the solutions Yi
and Y2 with the following form:

with solutions c =

y1(x) =

1,

0.

axt1,

y2(x) =
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>bnx' +Cyi(x)ln lxi.

In the case of the first solution Yl we find the following recurrence relation
for the coefficients a:
a0 =

a1 =

1,

1

—

and

afl÷2

(n+3)(n+2)

=

which yields a solution of the form:
1

y1(x) = x

+

—

('—))
2
6

x3 +...

(8.1)

In the case of the second solution 1,2 we must choose C
did choose C = 0, the coefficients b must satisfy
b,,n(n —

0. Indeed, if we

bx' +

1)x'2 +

=

which implies b0 = 0 and hence it yields the same solution as in the first
case. We choose C = —1 and b1 = 0 (this can be done since the first solution
has the form y1(x) =
which yields the following recurrence
relation for the coefficients b:

0ax''),

b0 =

—

—a0,

b1 —

0

—

and

b n+2 —

b÷1 + Ab + (2n + 3)a1
—
(n + 2)(n + 1)

Hence, we have the following form for the solution 1,2:
y2(x)

=

—1

+ (A + )x +...

— (x

—

+

. .

.

)lnx.

(8.2)

We take a closer look at the nature of differential equation 8.1. Obviously,
the function q(x) does not belong to L2[a, b] on account of the singularity in
x 0. However, the function q(x) does belong to both L2[a, ) and L2(€, b]
for all
0. This is why we choose to consider the differential equation on
two separate intervals [a, 0) and (0, b]. In both cases, the endpoint x = 0 is a
singular endpoint.
We concentrate on the interval (0, b]. As we did in chapter 2 on page 5, we
examine the above described differential expression as a differential operator
defined on the Hilbert-space L2(0, b]. We recall the definition of the set

D={f:(0,b]— C If,f'EACio(0,b]}
which implies the following definition for the maximal operator L,,,:
Lmaz :=

{{fLf}

If

E D,
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f,Lf

L2(0,b]}.

We consider the two functions u1(x) = x and u2(x) = 1 —xlnx. It can easily
be seen that both functions belong to dom Ln(O, b]. As we did in the proof
of lemma 4.2 on page 31, we define the following functions v1, v2 E dom
for a certain interval [c, d] ç (0, b]:

v(x) =

v•(x) = u• for x E (0,c),

0

for x

These functions satisfy the following equations for x "

vi(x) '' y1(x),

(d,b],

i=

1,2.

0:

V2(X) '—' y2(x).

By lemma 2.1 on page 7 we know that the following limit exists:
lim[vi,v2](x) = lim—x —1 =
x,O

—1

0

xJ,O

hence by lemma 4.2 on page 31 the endpoint x = 0 is limit circle. This
= 2, and there exist a seif-adjoint differential operator 11+
implies 'y÷ =
as defined in equation 4.21 on page 34. We choose v(x) = vi(x). Since the
endpoint b is a regular endpoint, the function w(x) in equation 4.21 can be
chosen in such a way that
and

w(b) =

0,

w'(b) =

w(O) = 0, w'(O) = 0.

1

This yields the description of the seif-adjoint differential operator H:

H = T{f,Lf} E Lmax
1

limf(x)
x'°

xf'(x)

0,f(b) = oT.
(8.3)

Since H+ is a (J-)real self-adjoint extension, we can find in a way as described in chapter 6 a real A such that the resolvent R(A) = (14 — A)1 is a
compact, seif-adjoint Hubert-Schmidt operator according to theorem 6.2 on
page 47. Hence, 11 has a discrete spectrum. As we have seen at the end of
chapter 6, the eigenfunctions
of 14 form an orthonormal basis of L2(0, b]
with corresponding real eigenvalues At. Since H+ is a positive operator, its
eigenvalues must converge to +oo, i.e.

limAt=oo.

i—,00

We can prove the following for the eigenvalues of H+:

Lemma 8.1 The eigenvalues At of H÷ are
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simple.

Proof
Consider an eigenvalue .A of H÷ with
(1-1÷ —

))t' = 0

and

=0

(H÷ —

where '1,Ø2 E domH+ are linearly independent eigenvalues. According to
lemma 2.4 on page 8 the following holds:
—

0.

b1tb2

(8.4)

However, rewriting equation 8.4 also yields the following:

1

([i,i V2] (X)(—[t/2, Vi](X)) — ([t'2, V2](X)(—[tbl,

(8.5)

which converges to zero for x — 0, since
?/'2 E dom H+. Thus, i/', 2 are
not linearly independent and the eigenvalue ). is simple.
In a completely similar way, we are able to construct a self-adjoint differential
operator H_ on the Hilbert-space L2[a, 0) as follows:

IL =

{{fLf} E

L

limf(x) -xf(x) = 0,1(a) =o}.
(8.6)

Lm is the maximal operator with dom Lm C L2[a, 0). The operator
H_ again has simple, real elgenvalues ) and corresponding eigenfunctions

where

ç, which form an orthonormal basis of L2[a, 0).

At this point, we wish to describe the self-adjoint extension H of the direct
sum of the operators Lmjn,[a,O)

Lmin,(O,b]. In general, the boundary condi-

tions in the singular point x = 0 for such an operator has the following form:

(lim.o[f, vi](x)'\

(lim,iii[f, vi](x)

kl11nto[f, V2](X))

jim[f, V2](X)

where the matrices M, N E C 2x2, rank(M : N) =

2

and M and N satisfy

the following:

MJM — NJN =0,
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J

_1)
= (?

—

WecanchooseM= ( ) andN=

( ). ThenwehaveH=HH_.

We consider this operator H_ H on the Hubert-space L2[a, 0)

L2(0, b]

with inner product

({f_,f+},{g_,g+}) =

(f_,g....)

+ (f÷,g÷).

This operator H_ ® 14 on the Hubert-space L2[a, 0)

L2(0, b] is defined as

follows:

• dom(H_ H÷) =

• (H

{i

C

L2[a,b] If = f-

f+, f C domH}.

14)1= H f e Hf÷.

Obviously, H_ H is self-adjoint and its eigenvalues are

{.\,i = 1,2,...}U{)t,i = 1,2,..
The corresponding eigenfunction for an eigenvalue ) is {ç,0}, the corre-

sponding eigenfunction for a eigenvalue )ç' is {0,'J'}. These eigenfunctions
form an orthonormal basis for the Hubert-space L2[a, 0) L2(0, b].

The last step in defining a self-adjoint operator H on
isometric, isomorphic mapping U as follows:
U: L2[a, 0)

L2[a,

b] is to define an

L2(0, bJ —> L2[a, b]

U{f,f÷}(x) = f(x)

=

f(x)

for x e

1f(x)

for x C

[a,0)
(0, b],

and the operator H on the Hilbert-space L2[a, b]:

• f C dom H if and only if there exist an f... C dom H_, f dom 14
such that the following holds:

f(x) = f_(x) for xc [a,0),
and defining 1(0) =

•

Hf(x)

0,

forxE[a,0)
forx

C (0,b].
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f(x) =

f(x) for x C (0,b],

It can easily be seen that the operators H_ H and H are unitarily equivalent under the mapping U. If we reorder the eigenvalues

{)ç,i= 1, 2, ...}U {)t,i= 1,2, .. .}
the real axis, we get the eigenvalues {A, n = 1, 2,. . . } of the operator
H, which is a seif-adjoint differential operator since H_ ® H is seif-adjoint.
Since the operators 11÷ and H_ are positive operators, the spectrum of H is
on

real, discrete with its only possible cluster-point in oo. The eigenvalues have
multiplicity 2 at most, which occurs if for certain i, j the following holds:

i_i

nr

i_i•

This implies the following for the eigenvalues )t, of H:

The corresponding eigenfunctions t,b,, form an orthonormal basis in L2[a, bJ
and have the following form:
—
—

Jtiç
)0

for x E [a, 0)

for x E (0,b]

or

—
—

Jo

for x E [a, 0)
for x E (O,b]

according to whether the corresponding ) is equal to either
some i.
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Chapter 9
Solutions in the Sense of
Hyper-Funct ions
In this chapter we will leave the theory of differential operators behind and
use a totally different approach in order to find solutions, eigenfunctions
and corresponding eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville differential equations with
interior singularity as discussed in chapter 8. We will show that similar
solutions to the ones as found in the previous chapter can be found by using
hyper-functions.

We return to our initial problem and consider the following eigenvalueproblem:
y (x) +

on [a, b]

C

a<0

<b

A(x)

B(x)

,

y (x) +

with

2

y(x) = Ay(x)

(9.1)

boundary conditions:

y(a) = 0,

y(b) = 0

where A(x), B(x) are real-valued for x E

[a,

b] C R. Consider a neighbour-

hood M of part of the real axis which intersects the real axis in [a, b].
When we remove the interval [a, b] from M, we get two separate areas
M = {z EM Imz > 0} and M_ = {z EM Imz <O}, and hence

M=MUM_U[a,b].
With A(M) we denote the set of functions

which are analytic on the

intersection of a neighbourhood of the interval [a, bJ and the set M÷. The set
A(M_) is defined in a similar way.
Two linearly independent solutions y1(z, A), y2(z, A) of our differential equa-

tion 9.1 can be found on M\[a, 0] with the help of the Frobenius theorem
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7.1. The general solution of equation 9.1 on the page before on M\[a, 01 can
hence be written as follows:
(9.2)

y(z, A) = c1(A)y1(z, A) + c2(A)y2(z, A).

This function y(z, A) is analytic except for the branch point in z = 0. The
coefficients c1, c2 can now be determined up to a certain factor by solving the
equation:
(9.3)

y(b, A) = c1(A)yi(b, A) + c2(A)y2(b, A) = 0

(take for instance c1 = y2(b,A),c2 = —yi(b,A)). The function y(z,A) thus
obtained by solving equation 9.3 can be analytically extended towards a going

either counterclockwise or clockwise around the singularity in z = 0. This
results in the functions y(z, A) e A(M÷) and y_(z, A) A(M_) respectively.
These functions y+(z, A) and y_(z, A) coincide for Rez > 0, but in general
they need not coincide for Re z <0.
The following holds for every (

the limits

[a, 0) U (0, b]:

limy+(( + ie) and

limy....(( —

-4O

0

i)

>

exist for

0.

Moreover, if we choose ( E (0, b], we have

urn y÷(( + i, A) = lim y_(( —

i,

A)

= yo((, A) for

>

0.

(9.4)

Now we consider the hyper-function Y, which is defined as follows:

Y = {y+,y_}

A(M÷) U A(M_),

and we consider V modulo functions which are analytic on the whole of M
(i.e. mod A(M)). We define the following function:
w(z,A) = y(z,A) — y_(z,A),

(9.5)

which is well-defined on the interval [a, 0) and zero on the interval (0, b],
which can be deduced from equation 9.4. We now define for an f > 0:

fw(t,A) di, z[a,—].
1
h.(zA)=_J
z—t
For all z g

[a, —€], h((z,

lowing limits exist for (

0.

The fol-

lirn h + i, A) = h_, A).
to

(9.6)

A) is an analytic function for every

>

{a, —€}:

lirn h((( + i, A) = h+((, A),
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From equation 9.6 on the page before we can deduce the following equation
with the help of the Plemelj-formula:
h+E(z, A) — h_€(z, A) = w(z, A) = y+(z, A) — y_(z, A),

for z E (a, —c),

which implies
h+E(z, A) — y+(z, A) = h_E(z, A) — y_(z, A) := v((z, A)

for z E (a, —f).

the expression v(z, A) is analytic on M\[—f, 0] Since the above described arguments hold for all > 0, we can using a Mittag-Leffler construction to obtain a function h(z, A), analytic for all z [a, 0], such that
Hence,

h(z, A)

y(z, A)

mod A(M \ {0}).

Hence, V can be represented by h(z, A).

Summarising: not only is our hyper-function V defined with the help of the
functions y+(z, A), y_(z, A), V is also represented by the function w(z, A) as
defined in equation 9.5 on the preceding page. Moreover, V satisfies the
following:
VI(o,b]

=0

and

VI[a,O)

0

which can be deduced from equation 9.4 on the page before. We hence have
constructed a solution Y of our differential equation 9.1 on page 63 with

(supp(Y)fl R) C [a,0].
Since we have already satisfied the boundary condition in z =
need to solve
Y(a, A) = y(a, A) — y_(a, A) = 0.

b,

we now only

Obviously, Y(a, A) is an analytic function of A and therefore has distinct zeros
which form the eigenvalues A, n = 1,2, ... of our differential equation. There
are either zero or a finite or countable number of eigenvalues A, and therefore

there are either zero or a finite or countable number of real eigenvalues A.
Since y±(a, A) are analytic functions in C, the only possible cluster point for
the eigenvalues must be in oo (for if it were elsewhere, both y±(a, A) would
be equal to a constant!).
Finally, we wish to examine whether our function w(z, A) is real for z, A E R.

In order to do so, we use theorem 7.1 on page 55 in order to examine the
functions yl, 1/2. We make a distinction with respect to the solutions a, /3 of
the indicial equation 7.2 on page 54 and consider A E R only:
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0, 1,2,.
First of all we consider the case where a, /3 satisfy a — 3 0, 1, 2,
and both a, 3 E TEL The two linearly independent solutions Yi and
Y2 of our differential equation 9.1 have the following form according to
the Frobenius theorem 7.1 on page 55:

Case 1: a, 3 real, a —

/3

I/i =

Y2

(f,

=

which are both real-valued for x E R. The analytical extension of the
general solution

y(z,A) = c1(A)yi(z,A) +c2(A)y2(z,)t)
as described in equation 9.2 on page 64 results in the two functions
y(z, A), y_(z, A) which have the following form for real x < 0:
y÷(x,A) = (_x)eiaci(A)eyn(A)xn

+ (—x)e'°c2(A)

i(A)xz

with arg (—x) =

0

y_(x,A) = (_x)aeiaci(A)yn(A)xn

+ (—x)e''c2(A)

ij,(A)x'

with arg (—x) =

0.

These functions coincide for real x > 0. We divide by a factor 2i, which
yields the following form for our function w(x, A) for real x:
w(x,A)

= sin(ira)ci(A)(—x)°
+

w(x,A)

'y(A)x'

(9.7)

<0

(9.8)

x> 0.

(9.9)

X

a real-valued function for real x (note that
satisfies the differential equation).
Hence

is
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w(x,A)

still

Case 2: a,/3real,a—f3E{O,1,2,...}:
Now we consider the case where the solutions a, /3 of the indicial equa-

tion7.2onpage54satisfy a—fl=O,1,2,... and both a,f3E R. In
general, C 0. We may assume a = k + /3 for a certain k C N. Again
two linearly independent solutions of our differential equation 9.1 on
page 63 can be found with the help of the Frobenius theorem 7.1 on
page 55 (in general, C 0):
Yi =

Xay(A)Xn,

Y2

= X?ln(A)X' +Cyi(x)lnx

both Yi, Y2 are real-valued solutions for x C R.
The general solution of the differential equation 9.1 as described in the
equation 9.2 on page 64 then has the form
where

y(x, A)

=

ci(A)yi(x, A)

+ c2(A)y2(x, A).

Analytical extension as described above results in the functions y÷, y....

which have the following form for real x <0:
y÷(x,A) =

(—x)°eci(A)'yn(A)x'
+ (_x)ei0(_1)kc2(A) i)(A)xz
+ (—x)e'c2(A)

'y,(A)x'C(ln lxi + iir), arg (—x) =

0,

y_(x,A) = (_x)Qei0ci(A)fyn(A)xt

+ (—x)"e'°(—1)'c2(A)

+ (—x)e'°c2(A) >7(A)x'C(ln lxi — iir), arg(—x) =

0

which coincide for x > 0, but in general they need not coincide for
x <0. As in the previous case, we divide by 2i. This yields the follow-
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ing form for our solution
w(x,A)

w(x,A)

for real x:

=

+ (_i)k sin(ira)c2\)(—x)
+ Csin(ira)c2(\)(—x)

'y,(A)x' In lxi

+Ccos(ira)c2(\)(—x)°

7,,(A)x'

:::
which obviously is a real-valued function for real x.

Case3:a,/3EC\R:

—

C, we have a = /3 = v + iw, with w 0. Obviously, C = 0
in all cases (since a — /3 = 2iw 1,2,...). According to the Frobenius
theorem 7.1 on page 55 we have the following solutions:
For a, /3 in

Yi =

'y,x',

Y2

=

However,

both Yl, 1/2 need not be real-valued for x E (0, b], since the
rj, are complex (and moreover: 'y, =
= 0,1,2,...).
For x ER we have y1(x, )) = y2(x, A).
Again, we consider the general solution

,n

coefficients

y(x,A) = ci(A)yi(x,A) +c2(A)y2(x,A).

In order to satisfy y(b, A) = 0, we need to choose c1 = — = —yi(b, A),
since y2(b, A) = yi(b, A). This yields:

y(x,A) = xaci7x12

—

calculation shows that no real-valued solutions of the differential
equation 9.1 can be obtained unless w = 0, in which case a, 3 R and
solutions can be obtained as in the previous cases.
Some
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Conclusion: the function w(xA) is real-valued for real x if and only if the
solutions a, /3 of the indicial equation are real.

Obviously, if we start from the endpoint a (instead of b) and analytically
extend our solutions towards b, we can find in a similar way hyper-functionsolutions V which satisfy:
VI(o,b]

0

and

VI[a,O) = 0

with corresponding eigenvalues.

The hyper-function-solutions Y, V of our differential equation 9.1 on page 63

as described above can hence be identified with the solutions as found in
chapter 8 which are equal to 0 on one side of the singularity, and not necessarily zero on the other side. In the case of our special example

y(x) =
1y(a)=y(b)=0

J_yh'(x)

x

—

C [a,b]

—oo<a<0<b<oo

we have real a, /3. Hence the solution w(x, A) is real for real A and the
eigenfunctions t/ have the same form as described in chapter 8:
—

J&;

for x C [a,0)

forxE(0,b]

Jo
or flt)+
—

for x C [a,O)

forx(0,b}.

In the same way as in chapter 8, it can be seen that the corresponding
eigenvalues A form a real, discrete set and have multiplicity 2 at most, and
converge to oo for n —* oo:
00

Al< A2 < ... < An < A-1-1 4 00.

It is possible to give a different construction of hyper-function-solutions starting from an analytic solution y on Im x > 0 and considering a pair {y, }
where = ay + (1 — a)y_, where y denotes the analytically continuation
of y around 0 in the positive sense, and y.... denotes the analytically continuation of y in the negative sense. The method we have used above is a special
case of this more general method.
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Appendix A

The Spectral Theorem for
Compact Self-Adjoint
Operators
The following theorem is known as the spectral theorem for compact selfadjoint operators:

Theorem A.1 If T a compact, seif-adjoint operator on Hubert-space 7-1,
there exists an orthonormal basis {t,, i = 1,2,. . } of eigenfunctions of T
with corresponding eigenvalues {'y1, i = 1,2, .. } such that for each f E 1-1
.

the following holds:

Tf =

If there are an infinite number of eigenvalues y1, the

eigenvalues converge to

zero:

=0.

tim

t-400

In order to prove this theorem, we use the following lemmas:

Lemma A.2 If T is a seif-adjoint operator on Hilbert-space 7-1, we have
11Th

= sup I(Tf,f)I,
IIJu=1

f Eli.

Proof.

We define c =

sup11

f11' (TI, f) which implies for all f with 11111 = 1:

I(Tf, f)I IlTfII 11Th,

73

c, we consider

hence c 11Th. In order to prove 11Th

(T(f + h), (1 + h))

—

(T(f

—

h), (1

—

h)) = 4Re (TI, h).

We use the parallelogram law to get

4IRe(Tf,h)I I(T(f+h),(f+h))I + l(T(f — h),(f —
< cf + h112 + cIIf —

hhI2

=

h))h

2m(hhf 112 + h1hh12).

(A.1)

There exists a 0 c R such that (Ti, h) = I(Tf, h)Ie°. We substitute f = fe1°
in inequality A.1 which yields:

4IRe(Tf,h)e'°I = 4IReI(Tf,h)II
= 41(Tf,h)I
< 2m(f2 + h1h112)
and hence

IRe (Tf, h)e°l

(IIfhI2 + I1h1I2)

for all f, h E Ii.

(A.2)

We take h = 11J/,Tf in inequality A.2 to get
hITf 11111 II
and

dl! 112

hence lIT! II clhf II for all f E 71. This proves 11Th

c.

U

Lemma A.3 For a compact seif-adjoint operator T on a Hubert-space 71 at
least one of the numbers 11Th or —11Th is an eigenvalue of T.
Proof.

obviously 0 = 11011 is an eigenvalue. For T 0, we know from
lemma A.2 on the page before 0 11Th = sup1111=1 I(Tf, 1)1. Hence there
= 1 such that
exists a sequence {f,} with

If T =

0,

I(Tf,f)I —÷

11Th.

There exists asubsequence, say {(Tf1, f,)} C {(Tf,, f,)} such that the
following holds:

{(Tf1,fj} -4 11Th or {(Tf,,fj} —* —11Th.
74

(A.3)

This can be seen as follows: assume such a subsequence does not exist. Then
there exists an > 0 such that for the neighbourhood M of 11Th defined as
follows

)vt =

(—11Th — , —11Th + €) U (JTI —

11Th + €) E ]R

the following holds for all n = 1,2,.

{(Tf, f)} M
and hence {I(Tf, f)I}

l(Tf, f)l

contradicts the fact that
proves equation A.3 on the preceding page. There
(11Th — e, 11Th

—÷ 11Th. This

+ E), which

exists a real number A such that hAl = 11Th and the following holds:

{(Tf1,fj} —÷
We use T =

A.

T to obtain
0 hlTf

—

Afhl2

= hlTfhh2 — 2A(Tf,f1) +
<2A2 — 2A (Tf1, f,)

—÷

1A12

0.

Since T is compact, there exists a converging
subsequence {Tf,} of {Tf1} with {Tf,} —* g for some g E fl. Hence
Tf1 — Af1' —+ 0 and therefore
Thus Tf1 — Afrn —* 0.

hlAf1' — gil

hIAf' — Tf1ihh + hlTf'

— hh — 0

which implies f —÷ . Since T is a bounded operator we have

Tf2
and

hence Tg =

-

0 since we have hhfni'hI
Moreover, g
0. Thus A is an eigenvalue of T.

Ag.

implies MH = hAl

—p

fl whichU

Proof of theorem A.
We define 'IL1 = Ii and T1 = T. We know by lemma A.3 that there exists
= 1 such that
an eigenvalue 'y ofT1 with corresponding eigenvector i/h,
T1i&1

'y and 7i

'y = —hhTihI.
we define 112 = hi e L.S.{1} and T2 =
=

= IhTiIh or

Tim1. Again, the operator T2
is seif-adjoint and compact, and by lemma A.3 we can find an eigenvalue
72 of T2 with corresponding eigenvector
lI'2hh = 1 such that T2tJ =
Now
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and 72

= 11T211 or '12 = —11T211.

set {tI', 2}

Since

fl2 c 7i, we

have 1T211 IIT1II. The

obviously is an orthonormal set.

Continuing this process, we define fl3 = 1i 0 L.S.{tIi1, } = fl2 e L.S.{2}
and T3 = T2I3 = TIi3. The operator T3 is still seif-adjoint and compact,
and again we can find an eigenvalue 'y of T3 with corresponding eigenvector
V-'3, II3II = 1 such that T3t/'3 = 73 and 7 = 11T311 or 73 = —11T311. Again we
have 11T311 11T211.

Proceeding this routine for as long as possible, we either find an n for which

T = 0, or an infinite number of eigenvalues {'y,j and an orthonormal set of
corresponding eigenvectors {i}

such

that the following holds:

= IIT_iII IITnII = 17n1,

I'Yn—iI

Ti = 2,3,...

In this case, the property 7n —* 0 can be seen as follows: assume fry,f 74 0.

Then there must exist an > 0 such that fry,
Pythagoras to get for all m, n:
IITti'

—

TbmII2 = II7nt'n

—

e for all n =

1, 2

We use

7mbmII2

= IIPII2 + IImPmII2
= 1712 + 17m12 2e2.
Since T is compact, there must exist a convergent subsequence of
and
hence for a certain n,m we must have IIT' — TmII <€. This contradicts
our assumption and thus proves the fact that for an infinite number of
we

have lim = 0.

We make a distinction in two cases in order to prove the representation of T
as described in the theorem:

Case 1: T+i =

0

for certain n. In this case, we have
fn.f-1

for

an f E

71.

(f,tp)iI' E fln+l

=f—

This results in

0=

T1f÷1 = Tf —

and hence

=

TI
76

Case 2: T+i

f+i = I —

0 for all n = 0,1

IITf

=1(f,i1)
—

Similarly to case one we can derive
and hence:

= IITf÷iII = IIT+1f÷iII
IT+iIIIIf+i II = frmn÷i
frv+IIIf II —* 0

which implies Tf =

'y(f, I'J),

77

as

If Ifn+1II

stated in the theorem.

U"
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Appendix B

The Riesz Representation
Theorem
Theorem B.1 Let f be a bounded linear functional on the Hubert-space
1L,i.e. f E L(fl, C). Then there exists a unique y G 11 such that for all
x E ?i the following holds:

f(x) = (x,y)

and

11111

= It'll.

Proof.

Define fiT as follows:

.,Af={xEHI f(x) =o}.
If fiT = fl, we have f =

0. Since f is
0 for all x andy = 0. Suppose f
continuous, fiT is a closed subspace of Ii, and we can find a xo E fill- with
0. We make the following definition:

Y f(xo)xo
iixOii
—

Then for all x

fiT we have 1(x) = 0 = (x, y). For an x =

cx0

the following

holds:

1(x) = f(cxo)

i:°)

cf(xo)

=
Thus, 1(x) = (x,y) for x E fiT or x =

x0.

(cxo,y).

Moreover, f(x) = (x,y) for all

x E L.S.{flf, x0}. However, for all w E Ii the following holds:

w=

(

—

+
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E L.S.{ftf,xo},

hence Ii = L.S.{N,xo} and 1(x) = (x,y) for all x E Ii. To show the
uniqueness of y, we assume there exists a w E Ii with the same property as
y has, i.e.

(x,y) = f(x)

(x,w).

But this implies

0 = (x,y)

—

(x,w) = (x,y— w)

and hence (y — w, y — w) =
Finally, we have
11111

0

and w =

for alix Eli

y.

= sup If(x)I = sup I(x,y)I sup lIxIlIlyll = IIII
lIxII1

and also
11111

= sup If(x)I
IIzII1

which proves the property 11111

huh

= lull.
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=

(——)
hull

= huh

Appendix C

The Method of Variation of
Parameters
In this appendix we will show the concept of variation of parameters when
applied to a certain Sturm-Liouville differential expression L.
We wish to solve

(L—A)u=g
by variation of parameters and therefore consider the general solution u(t) of
(L —
= 0. Let u1, u2 be two linearly independent solutions of this equation. The general solution u(t, A) then has the following form:
u(t, A) = ci(t)ui(t, A) + c2(t)u2(t, A).

We set c'1u1 + 4u2 = 0, where the prime and D denote differentiation with
respect to the variable t. From now on we will write u(t) instead of n(t, A)
and just keep the dependency of all solutions and parameters on A in mind.
Hence:
(L — A)u

= c1(—DpDu1 + (q — A)ui) + c2(—DpDu2 + (q — A)u2)
c'pi4 - cpt4

=-cpt4-cpt4=g.
We

can rewrite this equation and use cu1 + 4u2 = 0 to get:

(Ui
.—pt4

U2\frl\(0

—pt4) c) —

By lemma 2.4 on page 8 the first matrix in this equation is invertible. This
yields the following:

= W(ui,u2)'

(—4 —U2 (o'
\pui

81

=

u j gj \ UifJ

and hence
ft
c1

=
—

c2

=

J0

f

W(ui,u2)'u2(i)g(i)dt + k1
W(ui, u2)'ui(t)g(t)dt + Ic2.

The general solution u of the equation (L

—

= g can be written as follows:

ft

u(t) = u2(t)

J

ft

W(ui, u2)1u1(s)g(s)ds

0

—

ui(t)

J

0

+ kiui(t) + k2u2(t)
with k1,k2 EC.
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W(ui, u2)1u2(s)g(s)ds
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